
  

Particles cut by 4 sigma aperture
16M initial particles

No compensation: 3.1 M cut (19%)

Optimal compensation: 0.25 M cut (1.6%)



  

Particles cut by 5 sigma aperture
16M initial particles

No compensation: 0.36 M cut (2.2%)

Optimal compensation: 0.10 M cut (0.6%)



  

Particles cut by 4 and 5 sigma aperture
16M initial particles



  

Investigate compensation with DC lens current

12 FODO cells, phase advance/cell 111.6°
1% lattice error, tunes readjusted to original 3.72,3.84
SC tune shift 0.9

1 lens/cell, gaussian bunch longitudinal profile RMS = 0.5 m
Initial gaussian transverse bunch profile RMS: 4.15 mm
Electron lens fixed gaussian transverse profile: 4.15 mm, fixed in time
Electron lens current static in time (longitudinal position)

Naive calculation requires 107 A-m (8.9/lens) electron current to compensate SC



  

X RMS emittance with DC lens compensation 0-9 A-m

Best compensation is at 8.0 A-m but 
only lowers emittance growth from 
90% to 60%.

Lens appears to excite a resonance 
around 4.0 A-m. 



  

RMS emittance with DC lens compensation

Emittance growth is larger for lens 
strength above 9 A-m.



  

99.9% emittance growth

The 99.9% emittance increases for 
any value of compensation



  

Investigate compensation with gaussian pulsed lens current

12 FODO cells, phase advance/cell 111.6°
1% lattice error, tunes readjusted to original 3.72,3.84
SC tune shift 0.9

1 lens/cell, gaussian bunch longitudinal profile RMS = 0.5 m
Initial gaussian transverse bunch profile RMS: 4.15 mm
Electron lens fixed gaussian transverse profile: 4.15 mm
Lens strength gaussian in longitudinal position (time), RMS: 0.5 m

Naive calculation requires 107 A-m (8.9/lens) electron current to compensate SC



  

RMS emittance growth with time pulsed lens, fixed transverse RMS

Best value is 6.0 A-m

Emittance growth improved from 
90% to 25% with compensation.

Apparent resonance at 3.0 A-m.



  

99.9% emitance growth with time pulsed lens

99.9% emittance is worse at any 
level of compensation



  

Investigate compensation with DC lens current
Time varying transverse lens RMS tracks bunch transverse RMS

12 FODO cells, phase advance/cell 111.6°
1% lattice error, tunes readjusted to original 3.72,3.84
SC tune shift 0.9

1 lens/cell, gaussian bunch longitudinal profile RMS = 0.5 m
Initial gaussian transverse bunch profile RMS: 4.15 mm
Electron lens fixed gaussian transverse profile: 4.15 mm, changes turn-by-turnto 
track beam transverse size
Electron lens current static during bunch passage (longitudinal position)

Naive calculation requires 107 A-m (8.9/lens) electron current to compensate SC



  

Electron lens with DC longitudinal strength but transverse tracking RMS width

X RMS emittance growth
Compensation from 0-10 A-m



  

Electron lens with DC longitudinal strength but transverse tracking RMS width

X RMS emittance growth
Compensation from 0-6 A-m

Best compensation at 5.0 A-m/cell

Emittance growth of 45%.

With no transverse size tracking the 
best emittance growth was 60%.

Uncompensated growth is 90%.



  

Electron lens with DC longitudinal strength but transverse tracking RMS width

X RMS emittance growth
Compensation from 6-10 A-m

All growths are larger than with 5 A-m



  

Electron lens with DC longitudinal strength but transverse tracking RMS width

X 99.9% emittance growth
Compensation from 0-10 A-m

99.9% emittance growth is worse 
at any compensation



  

Investigate compensation with gaussian pulsed lens current
Time varying transverse lens RMS tracks bunch transverse RMS

12 FODO cells, phase advance/cell 111.6°
1% lattice error, tunes readjusted to original 3.72,3.84
SC tune shift 0.9

1 lens/cell, gaussian bunch longitudinal profile RMS = 0.5 m
Initial gaussian transverse bunch profile RMS: 4.15 mm
Electron lens fixed gaussian transverse profile: 4.15 mm, changes turn-by-turnto 
track beam transverse size
Lens strength gaussian in longitudinal position (time), RMS: 0.5 m

Naive calculation requires 107 A-m (8.9/lens) electron current to compensate SC



  

Electron lens current longitudinally gaussian, transverse RMS size tracks beam

X RMS emittance growth
Compensation from 0-10 A-m



  

Electron lens current longitudinally gaussian, transverse RMS size  tracks beam

X RMS emittance growth
Compensation from 0-6 A-m

Best compensation at 6.0 A-m/cell

Emittance growth of 23%.

With no transverse size tracking but 
with longitudinally varying current 
the best emittance growth was 
25%.

Uncompensated growth is 90%.



  

Electron lens current longitudinally gaussian, transverse RMS size  tracks beam

X RMS emittance growth
Compensation from 6-10 A-m

Best compensation at 6.0 A-m/cell



  

Electron lens current longitudinally gaussian, transverse RMS size tracks beam

X 99.9% emittance growth
Compensation from 0-10 A-m

Any level of compensation worsens 
99.9% emittance growth



  

Summary of lens modulation options

Longitudinal 
profile

Transverse 
profile

Compensatin
g current A-m

X RMS 
emittance 
growth

Cut by 4 
sigma 
aperture

Cut by 5 
sigma 
aperture

No lens No lens none 91% 19.6% 2.2%

Maxwell’s daemon ~60% 7% 1.6% 0.7%

DC fixed 8.0 (90%) 60% 76.1% 80.2%

Gaussian fixed 6.0 (66%) 25% 3.3% 0.8%

DC Tracking 
beam

5.0 (55%) 45% 17.7% 2.2%

Gaussian Tracking 
beam

6.0 (66%) 23% 6.9% 0.9%



  

Summary of lens modulation options

Longitudinal 
profile

Transverse 
profile

Compensatin
g current A-m

X RMS 
emittance 
growth

Cut by 4 
sigma 
aperture

Cut by 5 
sigma 
aperture

No lens No lens none 91% 19.6% 2.2%

Maxwell’s daemon ~60% 7% 1.6% 0.7%

DC fixed 8.0 (90%) 60% 76.1% 80.2%

Gaussian fixed 6.0 (66%) 25% 3.3% 0.8%

DC Tracking 
beam

5.0 (55%) 45% 17.7% 2.2%

Gaussian Tracking 
beam

6.0 (66%) 23% 6.9% 0.9%



  

8 A-m fixed transverse, DC lens current

4 sigma cut: 76%
5 sigma cut: 80%



  

8 A-m fixed transverse, DC lens current

4 sigma cut: 76%
5 sigma cut: 80%



  

6.0 A-m lens, transverse fixed, gaussian pulsed lens current

4 sigma cut: 3.3%
5 sigma cut: 0.7%



  

6.0 A-m lens, transverse fixed, gaussian pulsed lens current

4 sigma cut: 3.3%
5 sigma cut: 0.7%



  

5.0 A-m transverse adaptive, DC lens current

4 sigma cut: 17.8%
5 sigma cut: 2.2%



  

5.0 A-m transverse adaptive, DC lens current

4 sigma cut: 17.8%
5 sigma cut: 2.2%



  

6 A-m adaptive transverse, pulsed current

4 sigma cut: 6.9%
5 sigma cut: 0.8%



  

6 A-m adaptive transverse, pulsed current

4 sigma cut: 6.9%
5 sigma cut: 0.8%



  

Vary initial tunes
By luck, we chose the 
best value (0.72, 0.84)

Qx Qy % lost

0.32 0.44 6.4

0.42 0.54 3.7

0.52 0.64 10.3

0.62 0.74 5.9

0.72 0.84 3.3

0.82 0.94 3.3



  

Tuneplot no compensation no aperture



  

Tuneplot no compensation 4 sigma aperture



  

Tuneplot 6.0 A-m fixed transverse pulsed gaussian EL
Working point (0.32, 0.44)



  

Tuneplot 6.0 A-m fixed transverse pulsed gaussian EL
Working point (0.72, 0.84)



  

1% and 5% lattice errors

At 5% lattice errors, the distribution hits the aperture more 
quickly



  

1% lattice error 5% lattice error



  

With 5% lattice errors, we can get some compensation, but the final 
loss rate does not match what we got at 1% lattice error



  

No 
compensation

6.0 A-m  fixed transverse, 
pulsed longitudianal

1% lattice 
error

19.6% 3.3%

5% lattice 
error

53.2% 14.8%

1% and 5% lattice errors
Cut particles with and without compensation
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